Learning Activities in the Section Home Page

The various learning activities in the Section Home Page are:

- Subject Content
- Discussions
- Assignment submissions
- Quiz submissions
- Final exam submissions
- Survey

Subject Content – The subject content is divided into segments (or modules). Clicking the Segment Content link in the Section Home Page will take you to the Content Page. In the content page, you will get to see all the segments.
Learner Performance – Learner Performance Report allows the student to view the consolidated marks for each section or program to which they are enrolled.

Quizzes - Quiz is a type of examination consisting of several questions. Each quiz is characterized by the Total score (that is the maximum number of grades that can be gained for all questions) and Passing score (that is the percentage share of grades needed to pass the quiz.)
Survey - Survey enables you to provide feedback on the subject and the faculty. Note that you will only receive your grades after you have completed the surveys at the end of the subject.

Discussions – Discussions are frequently used in the course of all subjects at GlobalNxt University. Student-to-student and professor-to-student communication and interaction are essential components of the learning experience. The discussion boards help facilitate this interaction.
Assignment - The Assignments section shows complete details of assignment submission flow (including re-submission if returned by faculty) along with differentiation of individual vs. group assignment and peer assessment process to be covered.

Final Exam - As part of the student assessment process at GlobalNxt University, you will be required to take a final examination after each subject.
**Project** - Projects refer to group assignments that students are supposed to complete at the end of a section.